The study of the γ N → e + e − N reaction [1] close to the vector meson production threshold (1.40 < √ s < 1.75 GeV) complements our work on the π N → e + e − N reaction [2] aiming at understanding the coupling of vector fields (ρ 0 and ω) to low-lying baryon resonances. These couplings are not well-known and important for baryon structure studies and for dynamical descriptions of vector meson propagation in the nuclear medium. The complementarity comes from the result that the πN → e + e − N reaction is very sensitive to the couplings of selected baryon resonances to both the ρ 0 N and the ωN channels while the γ N → e + e − N process reflects mostly the coupling of low-lying baryon resonances to the ρ 0 N channel. The π N → e + e − N and γ N → e + e − N reactions underlie the more complex π A → e + e − X and γ A → e + e − X nuclear processes whose measurement is planned at GSI (with HADES) and under analysis at JLab (CLAS collaboration).
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The photoproduction of e + e − pairs from nucleons close to the vector meson production threshold results from two main processes: the emission of Bethe-Heitler pairs and the photoproduction of ρ 0 -and ω-mesons decaying into e + e − pairs. The Bethe-Heitler amplitudes are purely electromagnetic. The γ N → e + e − N amplitudes arise from vector meson production and decay and are derived from γ N → ρ 0 N and γ N → ωN amplitudes using the Vector Meson Dominance assumption. The vector meson photoproduction amplitudes are calculated using the relativistic and unitary coupled-channel approach to meson-nucleon scattering of Ref. [3] , i.e. in exactly the same theoretical framework as the π N → e + e − N reaction in Ref. [2] . The γ N → e + e − N differential cross sections display interference patterns. The interference of Bethe-Heitler pair production with vector meson e + e − decay is quite small in the domain of validity of our model for all angles of the emitted e + e − pair. If the leptonic phase space is fully integrated out, the interference terms between the Bethe-Heitler and vector meson amplitudes cancel. The interference of ρ 0 -and ω-mesons in the e + e − channel can be large. We found it constructive for the γ p → e + e − p reaction and destructive for the γ n → e + e − n reaction [1] . We illustrate our results in Figs. 1 and 2 for the γ p → e + e − p reaction. Integrated spectra at √ s=1.75 and 1.65 GeV, i.e. just above and just below the vector meson threshold, are shown in Fig. 1 . They indicate the relative importance of the Bethe-Heitler and vector meson contributions in these kinematics and the interplay of the ρ and ω contributions in both J channels. Fig. 2 displays the relative smallness of the asymmetric contribution, reflecting the interference between Bethe-Heitler pairs and vector meson decays, and its different vector meson components. We refer to [1] for a complete presentation of the results. Fig. 1 for the asymmetric contributions to the γ p → e + e − p cross section.
